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How to Adjust Your Driver - Plugged In Golf
Read the latest Expert Guide to TaylorMade R15 Driver Adjustability. March 2015 Last month we wrote an independent review of the RSi Irons & R15
Driver but here’s some tips on how to adjust the TaylorMade R15 Driver. You will find some similarities of the new R15 Driver to the SLDR driver and
Jet Speed drivers of last season.

Taylormade R11s Tuning Guide
to see what r11s can do for you, tune fct, asp and mwt below then click view trajectory.
TaylorMade R11s Driver | 2nd Swing Golf
The FCT on the R11S allows you to adjust the loft of your head by as much as 1.5 degrees, using one of eight settings. By adjusting the angle of your
clubhead ever so slightly, you can get a higher loft that will give your ball more air or tune it down for a lower loft and a straighter shot.
Golf review: TaylorMade R11S driver lives up to the hype ...
The R11S is bigger, faster, longer and more tunable than the original R11 driver. A 460cc matte-white finish head is powered by a new 5-sided ASP
plate, new 1.5º FCT sleeve and movable weights. With 3D Tuning, you can independently tune loft, face angle and flight path to your swing.
www.taylormadegolf.asia
TaylorMade R11S Driver While last season's R11 had a red adjustable plate on the sole that allowed golfers to choose from three face angles, the
R11S has five settings: Neutral, Open, Closed,...
Tune Your R1 Driver with TaylorMade's new App
I recently purchased the TaylorMade RBZ driver and while it advertises 8 settings for lie, loft, and face angle with the shaft, only 4 of them are
labeled. I have been looking around online and cannot find anywhere that gives a breakdown on what each setting specifically does. I would prefer
not ...
TaylorMade R11S Driver Review | Equipment Reviews | Today ...
www.taylormadegolf.asia
TaylorMade Golf
Twelve months after TaylorMade launched the revolutionary R11, the TaylorMade R11S Driver, with its bigger 460cc head, loft adjustability (1.5° in
either direction), and changeable face angle (five positions) is set to deliver the brand even more success.
Adjustments on TaylorMade RBZ driver?? - Clubs, Grips ...
Highlights, from TaylorMade: At 460cc, the R11S is at the USGA limit for size. Similar to the original R11, the new R11S features a flat-white crown
color and black PVD face to improve alignment...
How to Adjust the TaylorMade R15 Driver Settings | ForeGolf
TaylorMade R1 Loft Settings. Many club experts say that the best way to set up your R1 is to first adjust the loft then work on the other settings. But
the fact of the matter is that the loft of this driver affects the face angle. You’re going to have to address both at once. Adjusting the loft from 8
degrees to 12 degrees is possible.
TaylorMade R11 Club Driver Review | How To Adjust It
I asked our pro to order the M2 with the same shaft specs as my r11s. I now have the M2 aldila rogue 110 msi 70-2.8-x. My r11s is 9 degees set to
standard loft i have the heavy 10 gram weight in the toe 1 g in the heel and have it set to open. To get my M2 tuned so far I have gone 4 clicks
lower to get the ball flying the best.
TaylorMade Golf - R11S Driver Tuner
driver set tings loft fct settings face angle fct settings + asp settings 10.5˚ 9.75˚ 9˚ head 8.25˚ 7.5˚ 8.25˚ 9˚ 9.75˚ 12˚ 11.25˚ 10.5˚ head 9.75˚
Golf Town - Tuning your TaylorMade R11
The TaylorMade r11 S Driver features TaylorMade's Flight Control Technology and Adjustable Sole Plate in a large 460cc head for any player looking
to maximize their trajectory and distance off the tee. With the r11 S Driver, you can adjust 3 different dimensions to maximize your distance - loft,
face angle and flight path.
TUNING GUIDE - TaylorMade
Unlock incredible distance and consistency with TaylorMade's M3 & M4 golf clubs. Ensure your clubs are adjusted to your exact specifications, view
our tuning manual today.
What are the optimum TaylorMade R11S driver settings ...
TaylorMade R11 Club Driver Review | How To Adjust It ... The Taylormade R11 golf club driver is truly a remarkable driver. With some simple
adjustments, this driver will improve your shot distance ...
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How Do I Choose TaylorMade R1 Loft Settings - 3Balls Blog
Buy the TaylorMade R11S driver at GlobalGolf.com. $6.99 flat rate shipping & FREE SHIPPING on orders over $199 w/ on-site coupon code
TM0429 R11S RBZ TuningGuide LoRes - Global Golf
TUNING GUIDE TAYLORMADE metalwoods have a longstanding history of delivering breakthrough performance through revolutionary technology.
From the birth of the first metalwood in 1979, the bar has continued to rise with one
M3 & M4 Tuning Manuals | TaylorMade Golf
Golf Town - Tuning your TaylorMade R11 GolfTownTV. Loading... Unsubscribe from GolfTownTV? ... TaylorMade R11s Fairway - Duration: 4:47. Mark
Crossfield 48,484 views. 4:47.
TaylorMade R11S Drivers | TaylorMade Golf Drivers
The new R11S is bigger, faster, more tunable and longer than the original R11 driver. A 460cc matte-white finish head is powered by a new 5-sided
ASP plate, new 1.5º FCT sleeve and movable weights. With 3D Tuning, you can independently tune loft, face angle and flight path your swing.
TaylorMade R11S Driver at GlobalGolf.com
To help players enjoy the full benefits of their new R1 driver, TaylorMade has launched a Tuning App that provides a step-by-step guide to optimizing
all 168 launch conditions the club is capable...
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